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 This article aims to determine to what extent the self-perception of acquiring professional 
skills has been affect ed, by the context of the Covid-19 pandemic in University Students of 
Business Administration; For which, the results obtained in two satisfaction survey 
processes, carried out in academic semesters 2019-B and 2020-A, have been compared, 
marking a before and after in relation to the declaration of a state of emergency in Peru. 
Initially, it was determined that the indicators "To solve specialty cases" and "To assume 
self-education" are the most affected in this dimension, with a percentage of decrease in 
satisfaction of 3.42% and 3.82%, respectively. Then it was determined through the use of 
the statistical analysis of crossed tables, that the percentage of totally dissatisfied students, 
in the self-perception of having acquired the competences referred to the two indicators 
with the greatest negative impact, has remained invariant, almost constant, around of 44%. 
With this, it can be concluded that the self-perception of acquiring professional skills has 
been affected, by the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, decreasing by 3.1%, student 
satisfaction, as observed in the two indicators with the greatest impact negative "To assume 
self-education", and "To solve specialty cases". These results will allow the Public 
University of Peru to establish improvement plans, in order to advance towards the 
development of the teaching-learning model in a virtual way in higher education. 
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1. Introduction  

Society has seen the need to adapt in multiple areas to an 
unexpected enemy; In the study of [1], it is pointed out that this 
unexpected enemy has affected the way in which living beings 
coexist in a society, and within this is the University community 
and its learning. Likewise, in the research of [2] it states that more 
than 1,500 million university students, from 165 countries, were 
unable to attend learning centers, due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

In the study of [3], it is specified that the context of Covid-19, 
from one day to the next, led the university student to be forced to 
change the classrooms for rooms in their houses, replacing the 
learning contents, tasks and activities face-to-face through content 
based on virtual environments. 

Given this [4], he points out that for the university student the 
circumstances generated by the Covid-19 pandemic imply changes 
that require capacities that, in many cases, may be underdeveloped 
to adapt to the type of virtual educational modalities. 

In the research of [5], it is pointed out that many universities 
worldwide in the context of Covid-19, have seen the teaching-
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learning process affected, even more so in pedagogical aspects on 
the side of the teacher and the acquisition of competences by the 
student's side. 

In the study of [6], a professional competence is defined as the 
ability of an individual to interact effectively with their 
environment, as long as it is learned, as part of a stepped process; 
competition is closely related to motivation or satisfaction. 

In turn, the study of [7] affirms that in the face-to-face system 
the perception of satisfaction in relation to the acquisition of 
professional competences was influenced by learning based on 
direct social interactions, however, in the virtual system it is 
Perception can be further influenced by the lack of a fluid and 
direct dialogue. 

In the research of [8], it is pointed out that, in the context of the 
pandemic, it is evident that many universities to adapt to this 
scenario have not carefully innovated the teaching-learning design, 
but rather in the process of developing the classes they have been 
adapted according to the circumstances, leaving aside the 
development of the student's competencies. 

In the study of [9], the author agrees with what was said in the 
previous paragraph, in which he points out that we must be aware 
that in order to plan virtual courses, the ideal is to start preparing 
them much earlier (months in advance), in such a way that a 
learning process was designed that guarantees that students reach 
the competences of each subject; but this has not happened when 
the pandemic occurred. 

In the same line of thought as the previous author, in the study 
of [10], it is pointed out that the context of the pandemic has not 
only made the existing deficiencies and major inequities more 
noticeable, which already made it difficult to achieve the 
achievement of competencies in the university students in the face-
to-face context, has also brought to light the deficiencies of 
acquiring these skills through virtual environments. 

In Peru, and through the Ministry of Education, Vice-
Ministerial Resolution No. 085-2020-MINEDU was promulgated, 
in which guidelines are given for the continuity of the university 
higher education service, in the framework of the health 
emergency caused by the covid- 19; However, in the study of [11], 
it is pointed out that in Peru, it had to face the crisis in an abrupt 
and unexpected way. 

However, even before the presence of the pandemic, there was 
the problem of the acquisition of skills by university students; In 
the study of [12], it is pointed out that university education 
currently poses significant challenges in the search for an 
education that contributes to the realization of a relevant society, 
responding to the needs of the labor and business system. 

In this regard, in the study of [13], it is pointed out that the 
professional competences acquired by the students of the 
professional career of Business Administration turn out to be 
necessary for a correct development in the field of human talent 
management in organizations, the orientation of seeking that 
workers have key competencies so that companies are competitive 
is assumed. 

Based on the above, the purpose of this article is to determine 
to what extent the self-perception of acquiring professional skills 

has been affected by the context of the Covid-19 pandemic; For 
which, the results obtained in two satisfaction survey processes, 
carried out in academic semesters 2019-B and 2020-A, will be 
compared, marking a before and after in relation to the declaration 
of a state of emergency in Peru. It will be sought to highlight which 
indicators of this dimension called self-perception of competences 
are the most affected, and whether there is coherence between the 
decrease or increase of these indicators, through the use of the 
statistical analysis of crossed tables, for qualitative data of 
nominal. 

2. Investigation methodology 

2.1. Research design 

The research design is non-experimental, of a longitudinal 
trend type, because no alteration or modification of the variable 
was made, in order to see any effect on the sample under analysis; 
in non-experimental investigations the data is analyzed in its 
natural state. 

In addition, it is of the longitudinal type of trend since the data 
to be collected were carried out in two different academic 
semesters (Before the declaration of pandemic- 2019-B, and after 
the declaration of pandemic- 2020-A). 

The research level is descriptive, because the variables are not 
altered, and what is intended to highlight are the aspects related to 
the variation of the Self-perception of university students of 
Business Administration with respect to Professional 
Competences, which are established in the satisfaction survey of 
the Public University of Peru. 

2.2. Population and Sample 

The population will be made up of university students from 
the seventh to the tenth cycle of the professional school of Business 
Administration, enrolled in the academic semester 2019-B and 
2020-A. Regarding what has been described [14], it indicates that 
students who are in the last four cycles of study are more aware of 
the perceptions in relation to the satisfaction of professional skills.  

On the other hand, the sample under study will be made up of 
the entire population, since it was possible to apply the data 
collection instrument to the entire student population, without any 
distinction, this with the purpose or purpose of achieving better 
precision in obtaining results. 

It should be noted that the data collection period is carried out 
at different times, and at different samples, because the number of 
students surveyed is not the same in the 2019-B semester, as in the 
2020-A semester. 

Table 1: Research population and sample 

Population Sample 

University students enrolled, from the seventh to the 
tenth cycle - Business Administration 2019-B 135 

University students enrolled, from the seventh to the 
tenth cycle - Business Administration 2020-A 155 
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Table 1 shows precisely that the sample will be made up of 
135 students from the 2019-B semester and 155 students from the 
2020-A semester. 

2.3. Data Collection Technique and Instrument 

The technique used in the present investigation is the document 
analysis technique, and the instrument is a data record sheet. This 
is because the source I will turn to extract the data are reports from 
the student satisfaction survey reports for the academic semesters 
2019-B and 2020-A, approved by the office of academic and 
prospective management, of a university state in Peru. 

It is important to note that the record sheet used as a data 
collection instrument takes as a variable to analyze the self-
perception of professional competences, which in turn consists of 
ten indicators, the same ones shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Indicators of self-perception of professional skills 

 
Likewise, the data collected was processed and transformed, 

initially using the scale of attitudes and opinions, known as the 
Likert scale; Since the questionnaire has two self-perception 
options to choose from, being dissatisfied and satisfied, each one 
was valued with the numeral 1 and 2, respectively. 

It should be taken into account that for the statistical analysis 
of crossed tables, the Chi-Square test will be carried out, in order 
to validate the hypothesis, which indicates the association between 
the variables under study. It should be noted that usually, H0 
indicates that both variables are independent, while H1 indicates 
that the variables have some degree of association. 

Described in the previous paragraph, we proceed to establish 
the null hypothesis (Ho) and alternative (Ha) that will be used in 
the investigation. 

Ho: The self-perception of acquiring professional skills has not 
been affected, by the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Ha: The self-perception of acquiring professional skills has 
been affected, by the context of the Covid-19 pandemic 

3. Research Results 

The data collected were subjected to a validity analysis through 
Cronbach's alpha. It should be noted that since two different 
scenarios were worked, that is, one scenario is in the context of 
face-to-face classes, that is, before the declaration of the state of 

health emergency by Covid-19 (Semester 2019-B) and the other 
scenario It is the context of virtual classes (Semester 2020-A). 
Table 3 shows the results of Cronbach's alpha. 

Table 3: Validation of collected data - Cronbach's Alpha 

 
3.1. Comparative analysis of the Indicators of the self-perception 

of professional competences 

In the comparative analysis of the percentage of satisfaction of 
the indicators of self-perception of professional competence before 
(semester 2019-B) and after (semester 2020-A) of the declaration 
of a state of health emergency due to the pandemic, it can be seen 
in the Figure 1, that the indicators that show a greater negative 
impact or decrease in satisfaction as an effect of carrying out the 
teaching-learning process in a virtual way, are the indicator “To 
solve cases of the specialty”, with a percentage of decrease in 
satisfaction of 3.42%, while the other indicator is "To assume a 
self-education", with a percentage of decrease in satisfaction of 
3.82%; The analysis will basically focus on these two indicators, 
since in the other cases it is observed that the level of negative 
impact with respect to the level of satisfaction is below 2.5%, that 
is, it is relatively lower in relation to the high levels shown Most 
of the indicators that make up the self-perception variable, whose 
satisfaction level before the pandemic was in the range of 80.74% 
and 89.63%, while after the declaration of the pandemic it is in the 
range of 79.35% and 87.10% ; As i emphasize again, these values 
are above the average for student satisfaction in general, which is 
63%. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison of the percentage of satisfaction of the indicators of self-

perception before and after the declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic 

 

86.45%

78.06%

87.10%

83.87%

86.45%

85.81%

85.81%

79.35%

87.74%

83.23%

88.89%

81.48%

85.93%

85.19%

88.89%

87.41%

89.63%

80.74%

87.41%

83.70%

To work as a team

To solve problems and cases of the
specialty

To act with autonomy and initiative

To confront your own ideas with others

To speak in public with appropriate
language

To have a positive attitude towards
change

To assume a self education

To master practical professional skills

To work under pressure

To have investigative powers

Academic Semester 2019-B Academic Semester 2020-A

N° Indicators of self-perception of skills 

1 To work as a team 

2 To solve problems and cases of the specialty 

3 To act with autonomy and initiative 

4 To confront your own ideas with others 

5 To speak in public with appropriate language 

6 To have a positive attitude towards change 

7 Assume a self-study 

8 To master practical professional skills 

9 To work under pressure 

10 To have investigative powers 

Validation of collected data 
Cronbach's alpha 

Cronbach's Alpha 

Self-perception of professional competences 2019-B 0.938 

Self-perception of professional competences 2020-A 0.908 
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Next, we will proceed to verify if there is an association 
between these two indicators, through the statistical analysis by 
cross table. This analysis will be carried out by academic semester, 
that is, before and after the declaration of the state of health 
emergency. 

3.2. Level of association of indicators with the greatest negative 
impact on self-perception 

The results of the chi square test are shown below, to determine 
the association between the variables. 

Table 4: Chi-square test 

 Value gl Continuity 
correction 

Pearson's Chi-square 32,023 1 ,000 

Continuity correction 28,952 1 ,000 

 
As can be seen in Table 4, the value of the Chi-square statistic 

is 32.023 and the continuity correction is 28.952; Regarding these 
indicators, it has been established according to different authors 
that they are valid when the value of an expected frequency is 
greater than 5, for significance levels greater than 0.05; as 
described and as shown in the table above, for both cases, the test 
results comply with what is established. 

On the other hand, the significance (bilateral) of the Chi-square 
is 0.000; This value is less than the level of significance, α = 0.05, 
according to different authors, if the observed results are greater 
than α = 0.05, that is, they differ from what is theoretically 
established, it is possible to reject Ho and affirm that Ha is true, 
concluding that the variables are associated. On the contrary, if the 
observed results do not differ significantly, that is, the bilateral 
significance is less than and equal to alpha, the veracity of H0 is 
confirmed and it is affirmed that the variables are independent. 

With what was obtained, it would be validating that the self-
perception of acquiring professional skills has been affected, by 
the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. Once this association has 
been verified, the level of association of the indicators with the 
greatest negative impact on self-perception will be determined, 
which were identified in the previous point 3.1. 

Using the statistical software SPSS v25, the results obtained 
from the descriptive analysis are shown below through cross 
tables; This is due to the fact that the indicators represent 
qualitative data related to student satisfaction and dissatisfaction, 
corresponding to the indicators with the greatest negative impact 
or decrease with respect to the self-perception of professional 
skills, identified in the previous section.  

Table 5: Cross table - to assume a self-education and to solve problems and 
cases of the specialty-2019 B 

 

To solve problems and 
cases of the specialty, 

2019-B Total 

Dissatisfied Satisfied 

To assume a self-
education, 2019-B 

Dissatisfied 44.0% 2.7% 10.4% 

Satisfied 56.0% 97.3% 89.6% 

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

From Table 5, it can be seen that before the declaration of the 
state of health emergency due to the pandemic (academic semester 
2019-B), 44% of students from the professional school of Business 
Administration were dissatisfied with the self-perception of having 
acquired professional competences referred to "To assume a self-
education", as well as "To solve cases of the specialty"; While 
97.3% of students from the professional school in question, were 
satisfied with respect to the self-perception of having acquired 
professional competencies referred to “To assume a self-
education”, as well as “To solve cases of the specialty”. 

As can be seen in Table 5, it shows us the results as a 
percentage, while the following table 6 shows the count of 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction, of the 135 students of the semester 
2019-B, who have the same relationship between their perception 
and the self-perception of having acquired skills. professionals 
referred to "To assume a self-education", as well as "To solve cases 
of the specialty" 
Table 6: Cross counting table - to assume a self-education and to solve problems 

and cases of the specialty-2019 B 

 
Figure 2 shows the representation of the results obtained. 

  

Figure 2: Indicator association count to assume a self-education and to solve 
problems and cases of the specialty-2019 B 

As can be seen in Figure 2, and according to the count of the 
total of 135 business administration students, 11 students were 
dissatisfied with the self-perception of having acquired 
professional competences referred to “To assume a self-
education”, as well as “To resolve specialty cases” and 107 
students were satisfied with these two indicators. 

From table 7, it is observed that after the declaration of the state 
of health emergency due to the pandemic (academic semester 
2020-A), 44.1% of students of the professional school of Business 
Administration were dissatisfied with the self-perception of having 

 

To solve problems and 
cases of the specialty, 

2019-B Total 

Dissatisfied Satisfied 

To assume a self-
education, 2019-B 

Dissatisfied 11 14 25 

Satisfied 3 107 110 

Total  14 121 135 
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acquired professional skills referred to "To assume a self-
education", as well as "To solve cases of the specialty"; While 
94.2% of students from the professional school in question were 
satisfied with respect to the self-perception of having acquired 
professional competencies referred to “To assume a self-
education”, as well as “To solve cases of the specialty”. 
Table 7: Cross table - to assume a self-education and to solve problems and cases 

of the specialty, 2020-I 

 

To solve problems and 
cases of the specialty, 

2020-A Total 

Dissatisfied Satisfied 

To assume a self-
education, 2020-A 

Dissatisfied 44.10% 5.8% 10.4% 

Satisfied 55.90% 94.2% 89.6% 

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
As can be seen in Table 7, it shows us the results as a 

percentage, while the following table 8 shows the count of 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction, of the 155 students of the semester 
2020-A, who have the same relationship between their perception 
and the self-perception of having acquired skills. professionals 
referred to "To assume a self-education", as well as "To solve cases 
of the specialty". In the figure 3 shows the representation of the 
results obtained. 
Table 6: Cross counting table - to assume a self-education and to solve problems 

and cases of the specialty-2020 A 

 

To solve problems and 
cases of the specialty, 

2020-A Total 

Dissatisfied Satisfied 

To assume a self-
education, 2020-A 

Dissatisfied 11 14 25 

Satisfied 3 107 110 

Total  14 121 135 

 

 
Figure 3: Indicator association count to assume a self-education and to solve 

problems and cases of the specialty-2020 A 

As can be seen in the figure 3 and according to the count of the 
total of 155 business administration students, 15 students were 
dissatisfied with the self-perception of having acquired 

professional competences referred to “To assume a self-
education”, as well as “To resolve specialty cases” and 114 
students were satisfied with these two indicators. 

Thus, it can also be observed that the percentage of students 
from the professional school of Business Administration, who 
were previously fully satisfied in the self-perception of having 
acquired professional skills referred to "To assume a self-
education", as well as "To solve cases of the specialty ”, Has had a 
negative impact, as an effect of the teaching of classes through 
virtual platforms, since it has decreased by 3.1%, while the 
percentage of totally dissatisfied students, in the self-perception of 
having acquired the aforementioned competences, has been kept 
invariant, almost constant, at around 44%. 

4. Discussion of results 

In relation to the discussion of the results, the following can be 
specified: 

• The results show that the indicators that show a greater 
negative impact or decrease in satisfaction as an effect of 
carrying out the teaching-learning process in a virtual way, are 
the indicator “To solve cases of the specialty”, and the 
indicator “To be assumed a self-education”. Regarding this, in 
the study of [15] it is indicated that, in the career of business 
administration, professional competences are used as an 
organizing principle, and they serve to face the types of 
situations that students have to be capable of. solve effectively 
in the workplace; Therefore, the great importance of 
teamwork, as an organizational set, will have a positive impact 
on the internal logic of the business world. 

• Regarding the result, where it is indicated that the percentage 
of students of the professional school of Business 
Administration, who before were totally satisfied in the self-
perception of having acquired professional skills referred to 
"To assume a self-education", as well as "To solve cases of 
the specialty”, has had a negative impact, as an effect of the 
teaching of classes through virtual platforms, decreasing by 
3.1%. Given this, it can be argued that these two indicators are 
affected, with respect to student satisfaction, because, in 
virtual classes, they are not getting to work, an essential factor, 
such as the development of skills and competencies, which 
through face-to-face learning, was obtained through 
teamwork, which allowed students to communicate 
effectively, function, transmit new ideas, show their 
creativity; which leads to generating in each one their 
leadership style and their positive influence on others. As 
indicated in the study of [16], administration professionals 
define that teamwork is highly valued in today's companies, 
and that it is necessary for the collaborator to contribute 
intellectual capital to the company and to the development of 
the human team that make up. 

• Regarding the result that shows us that the percentage of 
totally dissatisfied students, in the self-perception of having 
acquired the skills referred to "To assume a self-education", 
as well as "To solve cases of the specialty", through the 
teaching of classes through of virtual platforms has remained 
invariant, almost constant, at around 44%. It can be indicated 
that students perceive these extremely important 
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competencies, and in both teaching-learning scenarios, there 
have not been updated information and communication 
technology tools, used in administrative management, 
marketing planning and strategic planning, tactical and 
operational. Regarding this, in the study of [7], it is indicated 
that the administrative technological tools have the objective 
of guiding the methodological and didactic actions, which 
allow not only to improve the cognitive system, but also the 
qualities and principles of the student. of administration. 

• Given the results obtained, it can be said that they resemble 
the study carried out by [16] where it is stated that there is a 
(bilateral) significance lower than α = 0.05, therefore it can be 
statistically supported that there is a significant association 
between the Analyzed indicators, Since, when the student 
feels with the ability to master practical professional skills, it 
becomes much easier for him to solve problems and cases of 
the specialty, thus being able to present himself in front of the 
labor market. 

5. Conclusions 

In relation to the conclusions, the following is specified: 

• The self-perception of acquiring professional skills has been 
affected, by the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, decreasing 
by 3.1%, student satisfaction, as observed in the two indicators 
with the greatest negative impact “To assume a self-
education”, and “To solve specialty cases”. 

• The indicators that show a greater negative impact or decrease 
in satisfaction as an effect of carrying out the teaching-
learning process in a virtual way, are the indicator “To solve 
cases of the specialty”, with a percentage of decrease in 
satisfaction of 3.42%, while the other indicator is "To assume 
a self-education", with a percentage decrease in satisfaction of 
3.82%. 

• The statistical analysis of crossed tables shows us that the 
percentage of totally dissatisfied students, in the self-
perception of having acquired the skills referred to "To 
assume a self-education", as well as "To solve cases of the 
specialty", through the dictation of classes through virtual 
platforms has remained invariant, almost constant, at around 
44%. 
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